PROVEN PERFORMANCE
SEER CONSTRUCTION, BRECON
Seer Construction Ltd is a family company established in 2009, with over 20 years experience in the industry. They are based locally in Brecon.

THE CHALLENGE
Brecon, archaically known as Brecknock, is a market town and community in Powys, Mid Wales. Tarmac were approached by seers, looking for a screed solution for their new build project. The build had suffered from a number of re-designs during the initial build, causing changes to the floor levels. It meant that there was only 15mm left to accommodate the final screed topping. Normally, finishing to this depth would be achieved by the use of bagged leveling compounds. This is an expensive and labour intense process.

OUR SOLUTION
Tarmac suggested that they use their Topflow Screed A Excelio product which offers the unique ability to install a 12 to 30mm bonded screed, while gaining the benefits of a ready mixed, factory produced product. This greatly improves productivity and reduces site labour and operations compared to traditional self compacting methods. Topflow screed A Excelio is a faster and cheaper solution with consistent quality, capable of achieving an S1 finish, which is also less prone to cracking and curling due to its sophisticated design characteristics.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Seer Construction, who are an approved Tarmac screed contractor, ordered the Excelio and it was supplied at a highly fluid consistency. This eased the laying process over the area at 15mm depth. The whole floor was poured and finished in less than an hour. Seer Construction are a very satisfied customer and now that they are aware of the product, Tarmac will be considered as a supplier for future opportunities.

For more details contact topflowscreed@tarmac.com or call 0800 1 218 218
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